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1.1 SPX daily log returns from December 31, 1984, to December 31, 2004. Note the −22.9% return on October 19, 1987!

1.2 Frequency distribution of (77 years of) SPX daily log returns compared with the normal distribution. Although the −22.9% return on October 19, 1987, is not directly visible, the x-axis has been extended to the left to accommodate it!

1.3 Q-Q plot of SPX daily log returns compared with the normal distribution. Note the extreme tails.

3.1 Graph of the pdf of $x_t$ conditional on $x_T = \log(K)$ for a 1-year European option, strike 1.3 with current stock price = 1 and 20% volatility.

3.2 Graph of the SPX-implied volatility surface as of the close on September 15, 2005, the day before triple witching.

3.3 Plots of the SVI fits to SPX implied volatilities for each of the eight listed expirations as of the close on September 15, 2005. Strikes are on the x-axes and implied volatilities on the y-axes. The black and grey diamonds represent bid and offer volatilities respectively and the solid line is the SVI fit.

3.4 Graph of SPX ATM skew versus time to expiry. The solid line is a fit of the approximate skew formula (3.21) to all empirical skew points except the first; the dashed fit excludes the first three data points.

3.5 Graph of SPX ATM variance versus time to expiry. The solid line is a fit of the approximate ATM variance formula (3.18) to the empirical data.

3.6 Comparison of the empirical SPX implied volatility surface with the Heston fit as of September 15, 2005. From the two views presented here, we can see that the Heston fit is pretty good.
for longer expirations but really not close for short expirations.
The paler upper surface is the empirical SPX volatility surface
and the darker lower one the Heston fit. The Heston fit surface
has been shifted down by five volatility points for ease of visual
comparison.

4.1 The probability density for the Heston-Nandi model with our
parameters and expiration $T = 0.1$.

4.2 Comparison of approximate formulas with direct numerical
computation of Heston local variance. For each expiration $T$,
the solid line is the numerical computation and the dashed line
is the approximate formula.

4.3 Comparison of European implied volatilities from application of
the Heston formula (2.13) and from a numerical PDE computa-
tion using the local volatilities given by the approximate formula
(4.1). For each expiration $T$, the solid line is the numerical
computation and the dashed line is the approximate formula.

5.1 Graph of the September 16, 2005, expiration volatility smile as
of the close on September 15, 2005. SPX is trading at 1227.73.
Triangles represent bids and offers. The solid line is a nonlinear
(SVI) fit to the data. The dashed line represents the Heston skew
with Sep05 SPX parameters.

5.2 The 3-month volatility smile for various choices of jump diffu-
sion parameters.

5.3 The term structure of ATM variance skew for various choices of
jump diffusion parameters.

5.4 As time to expiration increases, the return distribution looks
more and more normal. The solid line is the jump diffusion pdf
and for comparison, the dashed line is the normal density with
the same mean and standard deviation. With the parameters
used to generate these plots, the characteristic time $T^* = 0.67$.

5.5 The solid line is a graph of the at-the-money variance skew
in the SVJ model with BCC parameters vs. time to expiration.
The dashed line represents the sum of at-the-money Heston and
jump diffusion skews with the same parameters.

5.6 The solid line is a graph of the at-the-money variance skew in
the SVJ model with BCC parameters versus time to expiration.
The dashed line represents the at-the-money Heston skew with
the same parameters.
5.7 The solid line is a graph of the at-the-money variance skew in the SVJJ model with BCC parameters versus time to expiration. The short-dashed and long-dashed lines are SVJ and Heston skew graphs respectively with the same parameters.

5.8 This graph is a short-expiration detailed view of the graph shown in Figure 5.7.

5.9 Comparison of the empirical SPX implied volatility surface with the SVJ fit as of September 15, 2005. From the two views presented here, we can see that in contrast to the Heston case, the major features of the empirical surface are replicated by the SVJ model. The paler upper surface is the empirical SPX volatility surface and the darker lower one the SVJ fit. The SVJ fit surface has again been shifted down by five volatility points for ease of visual comparison.

6.1 Three-month implied volatilities from the Merton model assuming a stock volatility of 20% and credit spreads of 100 bp (solid), 200 bp (dashed) and 300 bp (long-dashed).

6.2 Payoff of the $1 \times 2$ put spread combination: buy one put with strike 1.0 and sell two puts with strike 0.5.

6.3 Local variance plot with $\lambda = 0.05$ and $\sigma = 0.2$.

6.4 The triangles represent bid and offer volatilities and the solid line is the Merton model fit.

7.1 For short expirations, the most probable path is approximately a straight line from spot on the valuation date to the strike at expiration. It follows that $\sigma_{BS}^2(k, T) \approx \left[ v_{loc}(0, 0) + v_{loc}(k, T) \right] / 2$ and the implied variance skew is roughly one half of the local variance skew.

8.1 Illustration of a cliquet payoff. This hypothetical SPX cliquet resets at-the-money every year on October 31. The thick solid lines represent nonzero cliquet payoffs. The payoff of a 5-year European option struck at the October 31, 2000, SPX level of 1429.40 would have been zero.

9.1 A realization of the zero log-drift stochastic process and the reflected path.

9.2 The ratio of the value of a one-touch call to the value of a European binary call under stochastic volatility and local
volatility assumptions as a function of strike. The solid line is stochastic volatility and the dashed line is local volatility.

9.3 The value of a European binary call under stochastic volatility and local volatility assumptions as a function of strike. The solid line is stochastic volatility and the dashed line is local volatility. The two lines are almost indistinguishable.

9.4 The value of a one-touch call under stochastic volatility and local volatility assumptions as a function of barrier level. The solid line is stochastic volatility and the dashed line is local volatility.

9.5 Values of knock-out call options struck at 1 as a function of barrier level. The solid line is stochastic volatility; the dashed line is local volatility.

9.6 Values of knock-out call options struck at 0.9 as a function of barrier level. The solid line is stochastic volatility; the dashed line is local volatility.

9.7 Values of live-out call options struck at 1 as a function of barrier level. The solid line is stochastic volatility; the dashed line is local volatility.

9.8 Values of lookback call options as a function of strike. The solid line is stochastic volatility; the dashed line is local volatility.

10.1 Value of the “Mediobanca Bond Protection 2002–2005” locally capped and globally floored cliquet (minus guaranteed redemption) as a function of MinCoupon. The solid line is stochastic volatility; the dashed line is local volatility.

10.2 Historical performance of the “Mediobanca Bond Protection 2002–2005” locally capped and globally floored cliquet. The dashed vertical lines represent reset dates, the solid lines coupon setting dates and the solid horizontal lines represent fixings.

10.3 Value of the Mediobanca reverse cliquet (minus guaranteed redemption) as a function of MaxCoupon. The solid line is stochastic volatility; the dashed line is local volatility.

10.4 Historical performance of the “Mediobanca 2000–2005 Reverse Cliquet Telecommunicazioni” reverse cliquet. The vertical lines represent reset dates, the solid horizontal lines represent fixings and the vertical grey bars represent negative contributions to the cliquet payoff.

10.5 Value of (risk-neutral) expected Napoleon coupon as a function of MaxCoupon. The solid line is stochastic volatility; the dashed line is local volatility.
10.6 Historical performance of the STOXX 50 component of the “Mediobanca 2002–2005 World Indices Euro Note Serie 46” Napoleon. The light vertical lines represent reset dates, the heavy vertical lines coupon setting dates, the solid horizontal lines represent fixings and the thick grey bars represent the minimum monthly return of each coupon period.

11.1 Payoff of a variance swap (dashed line) and volatility swap (solid line) as a function of realized volatility $\Sigma_T$. Both swaps are struck at 30\% volatility.

11.2 Annualized Heston convexity adjustment as a function of $T$ with Heston-Nandi parameters.

11.3 Annualized Heston convexity adjustment as a function of $T$ with Bakshi, Cao, and Chen parameters.

11.4 Value of 1-year variance call versus variance strike $K$ with the BCC parameters. The solid line is a numerical Heston solution; the dashed line comes from our lognormal approximation.

11.5 The pdf of the log of 1-year quadratic variation with BCC parameters. The solid line comes from an exact numerical Heston computation; the dashed line comes from our lognormal approximation.

11.6 Annualized Heston VXB convexity adjustment as a function of $t$ with Heston parameters from December 8, 2004, SPX fit.
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